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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN...
Dear Friends,
I am pleased to present the SJTPO’s Fiscal Year 2010 Annual Report.
In FY 2010, the SJTPO continued our statewide and national leadership in bringing safety into regional and local planning. Our awardwinning South Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance remains a model for
other regions in the areas of community outreach, training, and
safety programs.
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We have worked on numerous projects this year, including efforts
aimed at expanding our public involvement as well as the initial work
to develop a new Travel Demand Model (SJTDM). Both of these efforts are initial components of a major update to our Regional Transportation Plan, which will continue through the next two fiscal years.
The SJTPO continues to be very active in improving South Jersey’s
highways and bridges, by overseeing a $ 1.4 billion capital program,
managing numerous planning and engineering projects, and securing
over $10 Million each year for improvements to our local highways
and bridges.

Daniel Beyel
Chairman, SJTPO Policy Board

Please look through this report and check our website,
www.sjtpo.org, for more information on our plans and programs. I
encourage your participation in our activities, and feel free to call us
at (856) 794-1941 with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,

The preparation of this report has been
financed in part by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S.
Department of Transportation in the interest of information exchange. The United
States Government assumes no liability for
its contents or its use thereof.
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INTRODUCTION...
About the SJTPO

Serving Atlantic, Cape May,
Cumberland, and Salem
Counties Since 1993

The South Jersey Transportation Planning Organization (SJTPO) is the federally designated Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) for southern New Jersey. Under federal law, every urbanized area in the
United States with a population of more than 50,000
must have a designated MPO in order to qualify for
federal highway and transit funds. In addition, if the
MPO’s urbanized area contains more than 200,000
persons, it is considered a Transportation Management Area (TMA), and qualifies the MPO for specific
shares of federal funds.
Formed in 1993, SJTPO covers Atlantic, Cape May,
Cumberland, and Salem Counties. It replaced three
smaller MPOs and incorporated areas not previously
served, allowing for a stronger regional approach
and a greater opportunity for public involvement.
The SJTPO is responsible for coordinating the planning activities of participating agencies, promoting
transportation improvements needed in the region,
and adopting long-range plans to guide investment
decisions. The SJTPO is also responsible for ensuring
the region’s compliance with federal guidelines affecting transportation decisions, such as the Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. In meeting federal requirements, the SJTPO maintains the eligibility of its
member agencies and transit operators for federal
transportation funds for planning, capital improvements, and operations.
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Federal funding for SJTPO plans and programs is derived from the 1998 Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century (TEA-21), which requires MPOs to
establish an open planning process, foster public understanding of transportation issues, and provide
opportunity for input and involvement in major decisions.
In addition, TEA-21 calls for a renewed emphasis on
safety considerations in the metropolitan planning
process, motivating SJTPO to create an organization
to help integrate traffic safety into its plans and programs. Because the human toll and economic cost
of transportation accidents are massive, promoting
public health and transportation safety continues to
be a primary objective of the SJTPO.
This Fiscal Year (FY) 2010 Annual Report covers the
SJTPO's activities and accomplishments from July 1,
2009 to June 30, 2010, the period upon which the
SJTPO's funding and operations are based.

Our Key Products
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
Updated every four years, the RTP guides transportation decisions for at least a twenty-year time horizon.
SJTPO approved the Year 2030 RTP in June 2008.
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Updated annually, the TIP is a four-year capital program outlining surface transportation projects and
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INTRODUCTION...
programs in the region.

broad cross-section of civic and business groups, environmental interests, and private provider and user
Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP)
Prepared annually, the UPWP describes all metro- groups. It was established as part of SJTPO’s initial
politan transportation and transportation-related air structure in recognition of the importance of public
quality planning activities anticipated during the involvement to the organization.
year, and includes the work of member agencies, South Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance
consultants, and SJTPO staff.
The Alliance brings together traffic safety professionals from the fields of enforcement, education, emergency services, engineering and planning, to develop
Our Structure
region-wide traffic safety programs, share successful
Policy Board
practices, exchange information and support SJTPO
The governing body of SJTPO is the Policy Board. It plans and programs or capital improvements.
consists of eleven voting members - one elected official from each county government, one municipal
Get Involved…
elected official each from Cape May and Salem Counties, the Mayors of Atlantic City and Vineland, and There are numerous ways to get involved in the
one representative each from the New Jersey De- SJTPO planning process.
partment of Transportation, New Jersey Transit, and
Learn About Our Process: Go to www.sjtpo.org ,
the South Jersey Transportation Authority.
and click on “Getting Involved”.
Technical Advisory Committee
Join Our Mailing List: Send an email to
A fourteen-member Technical Advisory Committee
sjtpo@sjtpo.org or join online at www.sjtpo.org ,
(TAC) provides input to the Policy Board. It consists
then click on “Mailing List”.
of staff of each Policy Board member agency, as well
Attend a Policy Board Meeting: Times and locaas representatives from the New Jersey Turnpike Aution are posted at www.sjtpo.org on our Events
thority, the Delaware River Bay Authority, and the
Calendar
chairperson of the Citizen Advisory Committee. The
Fill Out A Survey: Go to www.sjtpo.org , and
Chairperson of TAC during FY 2004 was Kathleen
click on “Feedback and Surveys”
Hicks, Vineland City Planner.
Email Us: At sjtpo@sjtpo.org or contact any
member of our staff, listed on page 3.
Citizen Advisory Committee
The Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) represents a
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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SAFETY PLANNING...
gency services, engineering and planning to develop
region-wide traffic safety programs, share successful
One of the primary issues that the SJTPO focuses on
practices, exchange information, and support and
is incorporating safety in virtually every aspect of the
advance traffic and pedestrian safety projects.
work that we do. So, why do we focus so much on
safety? For one, motor vehicle crashes are the leading cause of death for those aged 1-33; and 3 in 10 The South Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance
Americans will be involved in an alcohol-related Teaming with the New Jersey Division of Highway
crash in their lifetime. Overall, there is a motor vehi- Traffic Safety, the SJTPO spearheaded the creation of
cle death every 12 seconds, and a disabling injury the South Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance (SJTSA) in
every 14 seconds. Nationwide, there were 33,808 1998. Based on its record of regional cooperation,
motor vehicle fatalities and 2,217,000 injuries in the SJTPO Policy Board supported forming a similar
2009. Each year there are nearly 100 motor vehicle four-county organization to help the SJTPO carry out
fatalities and over 14,000 injuries in the SJTPO re- federally-funded regional planning and project develgion.
opment in the region.

The SJTPO Commitment to Safety

Crash Costs as Portion of National GDP:
6%
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0%
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Pain & Suffering Costs
Economic Costs

The SJTPO recognizes that strategic, cost effective
safety efforts can greatly improve safety performance. There is a strong legislative mandate to focus
on safety as well. ISTEA, TEA-21, and SAFETEA-LU
have each called for a renewed emphasis on safety in
the metropolitan planning process. These pieces of
legislation authorized additional funding for safety
programs to increase seat belt use, reduce crashes at
highway-rail crossings, and fight drunk driving (.08
BAC).

The SJTSA brings together traffic safety professionals
from law enforcement, education, fire, rescue, engineering, and planning, to develop regional traffic
safety programs, share successful practices, exchange information, and support capital projects.

Heading the Alliance is an Executive Board made up
of twelve members, three from each county. The
New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety appoints one from each county and each County Representative of the SJTPO Policy Board appoints
One of the SJTPO’s most aggressive responses to the two. The main purpose of the Executive Board is to
need for a stronger safety focus, was to create the provide direction and set policy.
South Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance (SJTSA) in 1998.
“I’m That Guy” Presentations
The SJTSA brings together traffic safety professionals
Cape May’s Matt Maher, the rising soccer star from
from the fields of law enforcement, education, emerthe Ocean City Barons youth system, who earned a
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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SAFETY PLANNING...
soccer scholarship to Temple University and played
professional soccer with the Philadelphia KiXX, was
sentenced to five-and-a-half years in NJ State Prison
after a fatal motor vehicle crash.
Mr. Maher used the
time prior to his sentencing to partner
with SJTSA to reach
out to local high
school students with
the Matthew Maher
Story, to show students the consequences of poor deciMatt Maher
The
Playing with the Philadelphia KiXX sion-making.
message is essentially
that despite numerous good, well thought out decisions that got him where he was in his career, his
poor decision to drive while intoxicated resulted in
the death of another man and the end of his career.
The hope was to reach out to local students with an
idol figure who shows good reason to think twice
before making similar bad decisions. Ultimately the
program reached over 7,000 kids. Since the beginning of the program, two students have contacted
SJTSA staff, indicating that the program saved them
from a similar fate.

two young individuals who lost their lives in motor
vehicle collisions in the region. By putting a face with
these fatalities, the Alliance hopes to raise awareness and motivate people to slow down, get off the
phone, and give driving their full attention. The
SJTSA has developed a new website for this campaign, www.thinksafetycampaign.com, where people
can upload pictures and stories about loved ones
they have lost in motor vehicle collisions.
Also new to the Campaign is the Pink Remembrance
Tree, a lighted tree dedicated to all who have lost
their lives in motor vehicles collisions. The goal is to
remind drivers to drive safely. The Feldman family
established one at their home in Springfield, PA for
Casey for the holidays. Using 18,000 pink lights, the
tree continues to get attention and passersby to
view it. So far, there are trees in Sea Isle City, Northfield, Millville, and Salem City. The Alliance continues
to look for businesses and organizations to sponsor a
tree. Visit www.pinkremembrancetree.com for more
information.
The SJTSA will host the 2010 Awards Luncheon where
the Alliance can recognize those who have made outstanding contributions to traffic safety in Atlantic,
Cape May, Cumberland, and Salem counties. More
information is available online at www.sjtsa.org.

Pink Remembrance Tree

“THINK SAFETY” Campaign
The SJTSA’s 2010 THINK SAFETY campaign focused
on pedestrian and motorcycle safety by highlighting
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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REGIONAL PLANNING...
Regional Transportation Plan
The SJTPO is responsible for the region’s short- and
long-term surface transportation system planning.
The Year 2035 SJTPO Regional Transportation Plan
(RTP) Update, updated in June 2008, sets out the
region’s population and employment projections to
2035, recommends strategies to improve transportation, and evaluates the capability of the existing
highway network to accommodate emergency
evacuation needs. So, this core document is essentially a roadmap to guide SJTPO actions in the region.

SJTPO 2035 Regional Transportation Plan:
Adopted in June 2008.

Work in FY 2010 included a number of projects in
Regional Planning that fed the objectives of the RTP:
Redevelop the SJTPO Website
The SJTPO, in support of our goals in the Regional
Transportation Plan, Public Involvement Plan, and
Environmental Justice Report has been working to
enhance our online presence in order to make our
process more transparent. This has included continued research of web development methods, the
practices of comparable agencies, developing content and graphics, expanding the content provided
online, and the organization of this content.
The first major release was introduced at the end of
the fiscal year, which introduced a complete overhaul to the user experience, with a new interface,
added simplicity to the content, and vastly expanded
the collection of information available to the public,
which adds a great deal of transparency to our proc-
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ess. The website is an ever-evolving product and will
include multiple major updates as we test and review practices. Future updates will work to further
simplify navigation, add further content, and expand
opportunities for information exchange, through surveys and the introduction of Twitter.
Construct a Public Involvement Plan (PIP)
The SJTPO works to have a meaningful, proactive
public involvement process that provides complete
and timely information to all segments of the population. Furthermore, it supports early and continuing
public involvement in the development of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), and other major plans and
programs. In addition, the SJTPO understands the
inherent need to develop public understanding and
support of its activities. To accomplish this, the
SJTPO maintains public involvement procedures, reflected in the PIP and consistent with Federal guidance, in support of the following major goals:
Increase and improve opportunities for public
involvement.
Increase the accessibility and transparency of
information available to the public.
Increase the efficiency of the public involvement
process.
Provide the public with more options and more
education on how to get involved and be heard
in the transportation planning process.
Make better transportation decisions that meet
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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REGIONAL PLANNING...
the needs of all people.
Enhance the environmental justice process.
Develop the Asset Management System
The SJTPO continued to implement asset management systems for our region. The City of Vineland
was the focus in FY 2010. The process produces detailed information about roadway inventory, pavement conditions, and roadway assets, and an automated system of reporting. This improves the process of prioritizing expenditures.
Features of the Program include:
Develop a city-wide video library, with integrated GIS that clearly shows all pavement conditions and assets on 259 centerline miles of
municipal roadway.
Create asset inventories and condition evaluation for signs and guiderails.
Provide capability to collect inventory of other
roadway assets in the future.
Complete pavement ratings and an efficient and
cost-effective system to develop repair work
plans and manage pavement repairs (decision
tree).
Provide the data and software to support the
City’s pavement management effort, and other
asset management programs.
Update the Environmental Justice (EJ) Report
It is imperative that we plan to incorporate environmental justice into our planning process, both as a
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION

requisite from Federal guidance, but also to ensure that
our process is as effective
as possible. The EJ Report
analyzes our plans and
processes from the lens of
environmental justice. We
concluded that our planning products meet the requirements for environmental
justice as called for by Title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, Federal Highway
Administration guidance, and Executive Orders pertaining to the MPO public process.
Based on these principles and specifically on FHWA
guidance, the following are the Goals and Procedures that the SJTPO will pursue to address environmental justice needs.
1. Make better transportation decisions that meet
the needs of all people.
2. Design transportation facilities that fit more
harmoniously into communities.
3. Enhance the public-involvement process
4. Enhance analytical capabilities to ensure that
planning products and programs comply with
Title VI.
5. Partner with other public and private programs
to leverage transportation-agency resources to
achieve a common vision for communities.
6. Minimize and/ or mitigate unavoidable impacts

Map of EJ Areas in the SJTPO Region:
All areas indicated in dark green and red
exceed the threshold, thus qualify as EJ
areas, however areas indicated in red exceed twice the threshold, indicating a
greater need.
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CAPITAL PROGRAMS…
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)

Construction Progress on Route 52 Bridge:
Ocean City, NJ.

Final Concept of Route 52 Bridge:
Ocean City, NJ.

Capital Programming is the process of assigning Federal and State surface transportation funding to projects and programs in a ten-year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The TIP allows for a broad
-based review of the SJTPO's capital programming,
and represents a consensus among major transportation interests in the region as to what improvements should have priority for available funds. The
TIP includes State and local highway projects, regional highway programs, NJDOT Statewide programs, and NJ Transit programs.
The Fiscal Year (FY) 2010-2019 TIP was adopted June
22, 2009, by the SJTPO Policy Board. Over $1.4 billion of Federal and State funding for fiscal years (FY)
2010-2019 is identified for transportation improvements within the four Counties. The TIP includes $
39.7 million of federal Surface Transportation Program (STP-SJ) funds over the first four years, allocated to the SJTPO’s member governments as a result of the SJTPO’s designation as a Transportation
Management Area (TMA). These funds typically support improvements to the region’s federal-aid highways or fund studies needed to qualify more complex improvements for federal funding. The first year
of the TIP, FY 2010, includes $ 9.9 million for STP-SJ
projects, known as Local Leads (see page 11).

provided through the Congestion Mitigation and Air
Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ). CMAQ
funds transportation projects designed to reduce
emissions in air quality nonattainment and maintenance areas. For the SJTPO, CMAQ funding is scheduled for $1.9 million for each year of the TIP.

SJTPO FY 2010-2019 TIP Funding:
Transit

$

376.0

State — Highway

$

449.1

Federal — Highway

$

577.6

Total:

$ 1,402.7

Dollars are shown in millions
Does not include statewide programs.

26.81%
Transit

41.18%
Federal - Highway

32.02%
State - Highway

Another source of funding in the TIP for SJTPO was
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CAPITAL PROGRAMS…
2010 Local Leads:
Atlantic County
Somers Point-Mays Landing Rd., Rt. 9 to Bridge EH-21, Resurfacing

$

675,000

First Rd., Twelfth St. to Weymouth Rd., Resurfacing

$

1,364,000

Design for Duerer & Pomona Roads Repaving

$

100,000

$

2,356,000 *

$

2,000,000 **

Salem-Hancocks Bridge Road, Phase I Resurfacing

$

1,000,000

Salem-Hancocks Bridge Road, Phase II Resurfacing

$

800,000

$

1,390,000

$

240,000

$

9,925,000

Cape May County
Sea Isle Blvd., Sec. II, Parkway to Ludlums Thorofare, Reconstruction

Cumberland County
Sherman Avenue @ the Boulevards, Reconstruction

Salem County

City of Vineland
Dante Ave. Phase II, Venezia Rd. to Union Rd., Resurfacing

Local Lead Highway
Projects Included in
the 2010-2019
Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) are Included as
a Map on the Back
Cover.

SJTPO Unified Planning Work Program
Metropolitan Planning Funds for Subregional Support

Total
* Total does not include $1,515,000 of HPP-20 funds in FY 2010.
** Total does not include $1,120,000 of HPP-20 funds in FY 2010.

SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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TECHNICAL STUDIES...
valid for three more years. Outputs from SJTDM
In cooperation with the South Jersey Traffic Safety were provided to NJ DEP for development of MOVESAlliance, NJDOT, FHWA, and local officials, the SJTPO based emissions inventories and budgets.
has conducted Road Safety Audits for selected high- SEAT BELT USE SURVEY
way segments throughout the region since 2005. SAFETEA-LU emphasizes safety in the metropolitan
These Safety Audits generated many short- and mid- planning process, and also confirms the need for proterm improvement recommendations and this FY gram evaluation through performance measures. In2010 activity provided assistance to project sponsors creasing seat belt use is frequently cited as one of
in developing projects for federal HSIP funding.
the most important factors in reducing the severity

ROAD SAFETY PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Road Safety Audit on Mill Road
May 25, 2010, Northfield and Egg Harbor
Townships
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AIR QUALITY ANALYSIS

of crashes and is a key component of several South
Jersey Traffic Safety Alliance programs. Moreover, a
2002 statewide survey identified southern counties
and predominantly rural counties as reflecting the
lowest seat belt usage rates. In fact, Cumberland and
Atlantic Counties, the only two SJTPO counties in
that survey, had the lowest usage rates in New Jersey by a wide margin.

The SJTPO is responsible for taking the lead in emissions modeling work through use of the South Jersey
Travel Demand Model (SJTDM). The major traditional
work element is the annual completion of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)/Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) conformity analysis. In addition, regional involvement is required when new
emissions budgets are developed.
In this FY 2010 effort, the SJTPO also focused on susWhile no “new” additional emissions analysis was pected populations of concern, such as the region’s
required in FY 2010, primarily due to there being no large Spanish-speaking population, or teen drivers,
new TIP, standard conformity operating procedures where seat belt use may lag. The survey results can
(i.e.; interagency consultation group meeting, review also guide and help define SJTSA projects and proof planning assumptions) were performed. While grams. This FY 2010 effort extended the work conthere were some modifications to the FY 2011 ele- ducted in FY 2007, 2008, and 2009. The final report
ment of the FY 2010-2013 TIP, there was nothing sig- will be available at www.sjtpo.org/safety.
nificant that required any supplemental regional SJTPO ASSET MANAGEMENT DATA
emissions analysis. There was extensive analysis by
COLLECTION PHASE II
the consultant team to run the AQONE emissions
The SJTPO continued to manage a region-wide proanalysis, (an off-model emissions estimator), needed
ject to collect and manage roadside asset and paveto determine emissions benefits of CMAQ-funded
ment condition data. The goal of this project was to
projects. The existing conformity determination is
SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION
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TECHNICAL STUDIES...
obtain digital data on pavement condition, signs,
guiderail, and other assets to enable member agencies to develop inventories and condition data. The
efforts during this fiscal year focused within the City
of Vineland, and are discussed in further detail in the
Regional Planning section of this report.

SOUTH JERSEY MODEL IMPROVEMENTS
The South Jersey Travel Demand Model (SJTDM)
came on line in 2000 after a protracted period of development and testing. Enhancements to the model
were made during FY 2003 by integrating the SJTPO’s
Household Travel Survey data into the SJTDM and
improving the park-and-ride component of the mode
-choice model. Further refinements were undertaken
by NJDOT in 2006, which also yielded a program of
recommended further improvements. These, and
recommendations from a peer review conducted in
2004, will form the basis of the SJTDM Improvement
Project, which began in FY 2010. Accomplishments
included:
Received and compiled traffic counts that will be
used in validation of migrated and enhanced
SJTDM. All four subregions conducted traffic
and turning movement counts, as well as speed
surveys using funds from Subregional Transportation Planning Work Program.
As part of the FY 2010 Air Quality Analysis, received upgraded SJTDM network from MapInfo
to ArcGIS platform.
Extensive research was done to select a new

SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION PLANNING ORGANIZATION

modeling platform. After extensive research and
consultation with other MPOs and partner agencies, CUBE Base/CUBE Voyager was selected.
Retained peer reviewer to assist in modeling
software selection, to help draft the scope of
work for the FY 2011-2012 Model Improvement
Program, identify network improvements to the
SJTDM that should be undertaken, and prepare
and identify new traffic count locations.
Assisted in NJ Transit Bus Survey for Route 319.
Although this effort was primarily funded by
Task 10/202 NJ Transit Coordination and Support, output will aid in SJTDM development.

REGIONAL COORDINATED HUMAN SERVICE
TRANSPORATION PLAN
The SJTPO managed a project, which began in FY
2010, to prepare a Regional Coordinated Human Service Transportation (HST) Plan and coordinated a pilot project to implement elements of the Plan recommendations. This project will continue into December 2010 (FY 2011). The tasks to be completed include the following:
Develop strategies that can guide counties in
their coordination process
Prepare a list of capital projects for HST federal
funding requests
Identify funding sources available for HST Plan
implementation
Provide a regional perspective to human service
transportation needs
13
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